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Short
Stops

Snow day plans

Plan ahead for school closings and delays because of
bad weather. Sign up to receive email,
phone, or text alerts from the school,
or check the school website. If needed,
make arrangements with friends or
family who can watch your child during a delay or closing.

Go-get-’em goals

Your middle schooler can make the
most of the new semester by setting
specific goals for each class. Examples:
“I will improve my math grade.” “I
will fill out my reading log every
night.” Encourage him to write his
goals inside the cover of his planner
or binders.
Curse words: Not cool

Today’s “plugged-in” tweens may
get used to hearing and reading foul
language and decide it’s no big deal.
Explain to your middle grader that
cursing can make a bad impression on
teachers, coaches, and even friends.
Suggest that she substitute words like
“ugh” or “darn” instead.
Worth quoting

“If you want to lift yourself up, lift up
someone else.” Booker T. Washington
Just for fun
Q:

What gives
you the
strength to
walk
through
walls?
A:

A door.

The power to stop bullying
Bullying typically
peaks in the middle
grades, as tweens try to
figure out where they
fit in with their peers.
These ideas will help
your middle schooler
know what bullying can
look like — and learn how
to be a part of the solution.
Recognize

Ask your child if he has
seen bullying at school. Discuss how bullying comes in many
forms, including spreading rumors,
making threats, or leaving someone out
on purpose. Even if your tween hasn’t
seen anyone trip or punch a fellow student, he might realize that the kid who
is frequently called names or whispered
about is being bullied.
Stand up

Children who are bullied need to know
they have someone on their side. If your
middle grader witnesses bullying, he can
calmly step in by saying something like
“That’s not funny” or “You’re being mean.”
Or he might ignore the bully and address

the target: “Let’s sit at another table” or “I
think your shoes are cool.”
Report

Tweens may be afraid that bullying will
get worse if they tell an adult. But explain
that school staff can often resolve an issue
without revealing who reported it. For
example, if your child sees a kid knock
papers out of someone’s hands on the bus,
he could alert the driver. At school, he
can privately tell a teacher or the principal
about bullying—and encourage other
students to do so, too.

Better public speaking
Public speaking is part of school life,
from giving class presentations to leading
team meetings. Here are ways your tween
can boost her skills and confidence.
Find an audience.

Practicing will calm
her nerves. She might give her speech in front
of a mirror, present it to family members, or
even use a pet as her audience.

Get rid of “extras.” Pesky filler words such as like and um can slip into your
tween’s sentences without her realizing it. Suggest that she record her speech and
play it back, making a tally mark each time she hears an unnecessary word. Then,
she could focus on reducing the number of marks each time she practices.
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No problem!

2. Consider options.

Encourage your tween to investigate
solutions instead of ignoring a
problem. Say she loses a library
book. She might call the library
rather than letting fines pile up.
She may be surprised to find
they will give her an extension
to look for the book—or that
the cost of replacing it is less
than she thought.

When your tween has a problem, how
she handles it can determine whether she
overcomes it or remains stuck. Help her
see problems as opportunities in disguise
with these steps.
1. Put it in perspective. Knowing
that problems are a normal part of life
may keep your middle grader from
feeling stressed out by them. Share
a similar problem you had at her age
(forgetting about a big test) or recently (a disagreement with a
friend). Then, explain how you resolved it.

Q

Keep a learning
journal

&

A

■

Q My older daughter recently
mentioned she’s keeping a “learning diary”
for her college classes. Is that something
that could help my middle schooler?

■

A A learning diary is simply a place for
students to reflect on their studies. Keeping one is a great way for your tween to
think more about what she learns.

Suggest that your middle grader get a
notebook she likes and label each entry
with the class and date. She might write
about topics that interest her, like how
a novel she read in English helped her
understand an important period in history. She could also record questions and
ideas to investigate, such as a science
experiment to try.
Encourage your girls to share their
journals from time to time—your younger
daughter will get a glimpse of what goes
on in college!
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3. Reframe the situation. Putting a positive spin on a problem will help her solve it. Instead
of thinking, “I hate it when Crystal cancels our plans,” she
could tell herself, “Now I’ve got time to finish that book I’m
in the middle of.”

Parent
to
Connect without electronics
Parent My son Eli got in the habit of
playing video games the minute he got home
from school. When I tried to talk to him,
his eyes stayed glued to the screen,
and he barely responded.
So I made a new rule: no screens
for the first hour after we all get
home from school and work. That
way, we can reconnect and talk
about our day. Sometimes we play a
quick card game or tell jokes before I start dinner and Eli does homework.
Next, we’re going to try something “radical”—an entire device-free evening.
If we need the tablet or computer for homework or our jobs, that’s okay. But “recreational use” is off-limits for that night. I hope Eli will see that family comes
first—and that it’s possible to survive for a few hours without electronics.

Community service for tweens
Being involved in the community can
teach your middle grader compassion
for others and give him a sense of
belonging. Consider these tips:
■ Start by volunteering together. Com-

munity centers, places of worship,
and your local United Way can
suggest family-friendly opportunities. You and your child
might sort donated clothing for a homeless shelter or bake cookies for
a charity bake sale.
■ When your middle

grader is ready to volunteer
on his own, he could ask his

school counselor about options. Perhaps
he’ll be paired with a student who has
special needs so they can read together
in the school library. Or he may join in
a park or stream cleanup day.
Tip: Encourage your tween to keep
a record of his volunteer experience that
includes supervisors’
contact information
and his dates of service. This will come
in handy when he
applies for jobs or
programs in high
school.

